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Val Sklarov

The Face Behind Horrible Scams

Busting The Criminal

JUNE 28, 2019DECEMBER 13, 2019  ~ VALSKLAROV
As money frauds in businesses continue to increase, it’s essential to expose the real faces behind these
horrendous crimes. Val Sklarov (https://www.ripoffreport.com/report/val-sklarov/lake-forest-il-
about-daily-1483795) is one of these fraudulent swindlers who scam innocent people. He’s an
unrepentant cheater who finds no shame in looting money from people who have burnt their blood to
earn it. Val Sklarov deceives his clients and their organization without any fear of accountability. But
we’re exposing him for you all so that you don’t fall into the traps of such crooks who are waiting to take
full advantage of you and your money.

Val Sklarov: The mugger who hides behind his fake organization.

Val Sklarov (https://twitter.com/theValSklarov) is a professional con-man and hustler. He claims to
have studied Criminal Justice and Business & Marketing from the University of Illinois, Chicago. But
with how he has been conducting his hoax actives, it seems as if he is not aware of the criminal law. In
fact, Val Sklarov knows nothing about doing business honourably. He and his organization, America
2030, are a mockery of professionalism. His company follows a code of ethics only on paper because its
activities are nothing close to being ethical. Val Sklarov (https://www.pinterest.com/valsklarov/) and
his company are only concerned with manipulating people and stealing their hard-earned money. And
Val Sklarov is an expert at misleading people to make them trust him with their businesses. When this
happens, he robs his clients’ money and puts their businesses at risk. His company is more like a
Burglar’s Organization, which is a hoax to hide more crooks like him.

Our first-hand experience with Val Sklarov.
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We have had an awakening and pathetic experience with Val Sklarov. Hence, we won’t recommend
anyone else to do business with him. When we first interacted with him and his company, we didn’t
know what awaited us. But as time passed, we became aware of his fraudulent nature and his hoax
intentions. We partner with Val Sklarov (https://www.instagram.com/thevalsklarov/) to develop good
working relations with his company, but we had no idea about the scam these bastards would pull on
us. We signed an agreement with Val Sklarov, which stated that we would receive our payment after the
completion of the work. Following this agreement, we asked Skarlov to pay us our dues after finishing
the job. But we were only presented with excuses. Val Sklarov assured us that the payment had been
delayed due to some serious matters in the company, but it would be made within two weeks. But it
seemed like they didn’t intend to pay us. We patiently waited for the day we would receive our rightful
money. We even reminded Val Sklarov about his promise. But it was to no good. Soon, Van Skarlov
(https://www.facebook.com/Val-Sklarov-438822633625526/) started circumventing our calls. We still
didn’t give up and kept on requesting the cheater to clear our dues. But we became sure that we were
never going to get our money after Val Sklarov thundered over us on call. He even threaten us to cover
his dirty doings and prevent us from asking for our fees again.

Don’t trust Val Sklarov and other scoundrels like him.

Val Sklarov (https://thevalsklarov.tumblr.com/) is only concerned with stealing the money of his clients
and making them suffer. He is a pathetic person who knows nothing about running a legitimate
business. He is miserable when it comes to dealing with people professionally. He takes shelter under
the name of his so-called “professional” organization to attract clients he can later exploit. People like Val
Sklarov are pure bastards. They should not be trusted under any circumstances. They should be held
accountable for their fraudulent activities so that they stop looting people and their money.
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